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3Q23 GDP not all bad reads  
 

3Q23 GDP came in at a disappointing 1.5% y-y and 0.8% q-q growth. 
However, that was mainly due to a large inventory adjustment. 
Readings of key drivers weren’t at all bad with a large consumption 
beat, in-line tourism, investment growth and exports.    

Large inventory adjustment hits 3Q23 GDP  
Thai real GDP in 3Q23 came in surprisingly low at 1.5% y-y and 0.8% 
q-q growth. However, the big miss only pertains to one item, the change 
in inventory, which contracted in real terms by Bt98bn vs. a Bt82bn 
increase in 3Q22. This implies a negative impact of 1.6% to the GDP. 
Readings elsewhere were not at all bad. Private consumption beat 
expectations, accelerating further to 8.1% y-y in 3Q23 while exports of 
services, which included tourism income, grew in line by 32% y-y. 
Exports outperformed the region, falling only 2% y-y, while imports fell 
more than expected at 11% y-y. Investments were relatively flat and in 
line with expectations, but government consumption fell more than 
expected at 5% y-y.   

Strong services but not manufacturing 
We believe two explanations for the inventory adjustment against 
decent readings of GDP drivers are the continued weak outlook for 
exports and the economy being driven more by the services sector than 
manufacturing, which has a weak recovery momentum. This is in a way 
in line with the global trend of post-COVID recovery of the services 
sector while the demand for goods has softened. We still see this trend 
continuing into next year with weak global demand keeping Thai 
exports weak and that the economy will have to rely more on the extent 
of the tourism recovery.   

GDP revisions 
We cut our GDP forecast to only 2.2% (from 2.9%) in 2023F but 
maintain the growth rate from a lower base at 3.5% p.a. in 2024-25F. 
The cuts are more on inventory adjustments while changes in key 
driving items are more like fine-tuning. Please see Exhibit 1 for details. 
The overall outlook for the Thai economy in 2024F in our view is a 
continued tourism recovery, continued weak exports, falling imports, 
including raw materials and energy, and better support from the 
government’s stimulus policy. We see an improving trend of private 
investment but are not excited about the government investment, which 
has much lower weight in GDP than private investment.  

Digital wallet is highly uncertain 
We believe the possibility of implementing the Bt500bn digital wallet 
policy is much less than before, following the government’s latest plan 
to move the policy out of the normal 2024F budget into a new bill that 
requires a parliamentary vote. This is because the bill is likely to have 
important legal challenges; one among them is to prove an emergency 
need for the policy. In our view, this policy is not at all an emergency for 
the economy. We leave this policy out of our GDP projections for now 
but are still of the view that the government, under the scope of the 
2024F budget, can still come up with many measures to stimulate the 
economy as compared to the limited measures seen in 2023. 
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Key Item Readings 

(y-y%) 1Q23 2Q23 3Q23 

Real GDP 2.6 1.8 1.5 

Private consumption 5.8 7.8 8.1 

Private investment 2.6 1.0 3.1 

Gov't consumption (6.3) (4.3) (4.9) 

Gov't investment 4.7 (1.1) (2.6) 

Exports in US$ (4.5) (5.6) (2.0) 

Imports in US$ 2.0 (5.0) (10.7) 

Exports of services 89.7 59.7 32.0 

Chg in inventory (Bt bn) 33.9 (36.8) (98.4) 

Current account(US$ bn) 2.0 (2.5) 3.3 
Sources: NESDC, Bank of Thailand 
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Ex 1: GDP Revisions 

% growth 2020 2021 2022 —— 2023F —— —— 2024F —— —— 2025F —— 
        New Old New Old New Old 
  (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
Real GDP growth (6.1) 1.5 2.6 2.2 2.9 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
Private consumption (0.8) 0.6 6.3 7.0 5.8 2.5 3.0 2.3 2.3 
Private investment (8.1) 3.0 5.1 3.0 2.7 6.3 6.3 5.0 5.0 
Government investment 5.1 3.4 (4.9) 0.3 0.4 (2.6) (2.6) 3.0 3.0 
Export (nominal USD growth) (6.5) 19.2 5.4 (2.1) (3.1) (1.0) (1.4) 2.8 2.8 
Import (nominal USD growth) (13.8) 28.0 14.0 (2.3) (1.5) (0.1) (0.1) 2.7 2.5 
Export of services (nominal baht growth) (61.7) (15.6) 75.4 43.4 44.8 11.7 13.7 8.9 8.9 
Import of services (nominal baht growth) (18.8) 45.5 5.4 0.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 
Current account (% to GDP) 4.2 (2.0) (3.2) 1.2 0.3 2.6 1.6 3.4 2.4 
          
Headline CPI (0.8) 1.2 6.1 1.4 1.6 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.7 
Bt/USD – average 31.3 32.0 35.1 34.8 34.9 34.7 35.5 33.7 34.5 
Policy rate 0.50 0.50 1.25 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 

 

Sources: NESDC, Bank of Thailand, Bloomberg, Thanachart estimates 
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General Disclaimers And Disclosures:   
 
This report is prepared and issued by Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited (TNS) as a resource only for clients of TNS, 
Thanachart Capital Public Company Limited (TCAP) and its group companies. Copyright © Thanachart Securities Public Company 
Limited. All rights reserved. The report may not be reproduced in whole or in part or delivered to other persons without our written 
consent.  
 
This report is prepared by analysts who are employed by the research department of TNS. While the information is from sources 
believed to be reliable, neither the information nor the forecasts shall be taken as a representation or warranty for which TNS or 
TCAP or its group companies or any of their employees incur any responsibility. This report is provided to you for informational 
purposes only and it is not, and is not to be construed as, an offer or an invitation to make an offer to sell or buy any securities. 
Neither TNS, TCAP nor its group companies accept any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any 
use of this report or its contents.  
 
The information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed reliable. However, TNS, 
TCAP and its group companies make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to their accuracy or completeness. 
Expressions of opinion herein are subject to change without notice. The use of any information, forecasts and opinions contained in 
this report shall be at the sole discretion and risk of the user.   
 
TNS, TCAP and its group companies perform and seek to perform business with companies covered in this report. TNS, TCAP, its 
group companies, their employees and directors may have positions and financial interest in securities mentioned in this report. 
TNS, TCAP or its group companies may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit investment 
banking or other business from, any entity mentioned in this report. Therefore, investors should be aware of conflict of interest that 
may affect the objectivity of this report.   
 
Note: Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited act as a Market Maker and Derivative Warrants Issuer. At present, TNS has issued 17 
Derivative Warrants which are  CBG16C2312A, EA16C2311A, GULF16C2311A, HANA16C2312A, JMT16C2311A, KBANK16C2312A, 
KCE16C2401A, PTTEP16C2311A, SAWAD16C2312A, SCB16C2311A, SET5016C2312B, SET5016C2312A, SET5016P2312A, SET5016C2312C,  
SET5016P2312B, TIDLOR16C2402A, TIDLOR16C2311A underlying securities are (CBG, EA, GULF, HANA, JMT, KBANK, KCE, PTTEP, SAWAD, 
SCB, SET50, TIDLOR) before making investment decisions. 
 
Note: Our major shareholder TCAP (Thanachart Capital Pcl) which holding 89.96% of Thanachart Securities and also TCAP holding 
100% of Thanachart SPV1 Co. Ltd. TCAP and Thanachart SPV1 Co. Ltd has stake in THANI for 60% and being the major 
shareholder of THANI. 
 
Note: Thanachart Capital Public Company Limited (TCAP), TMBThanachart Bank Public Company Limited (TTB), are related 
companies to Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited (TNS). Thanachart Securities Pcl is a subsidiary of Thanachart Capital 
Pcl (TCAP) which holds 24.33% of the shareholding in TMBThanachart Bank Pcl. 
 
Thanachart Capital Public Company Limited (TCAP), Ratchthani Leasing Public Company Limited (THANI), MBK PUBLIC 
COMPANY LIMITED (MBK) and PATUM RICE MILL AND GRANARY PUBLIC COMPANY LIMTED (PRG ) are related companies 
to Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited (TNS) . Since TNS covers those securities in research report, consequently TNS 
incurs conflicts of interest. 
 
Note: Thanachart Securities Public Company Limited (TNS) acts as an underwriter of “Debentures of  Muangthai Capital Pcl (MTC) 
No. 7/2023  (B.E. 2566) tranche 1-3”, therefore investors need to be aware that there could be conflicts of interest in this research. 
 
Disclosure of Interest of Thanachart Securities 
Investment Banking Relationship 
Within the preceding 12 months, Thanachart Securities has lead-managed public offerings and/or secondary offerings (excluding 
straight bonds) of the securities of the following companies: Moshi Moshi Retail Corporation Pcl. (MOSHI TB) 
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Recommendation Structure:  
 
Recommendations are based on absolute upside or downside, which is the difference between the target price and the current 
market price. If the upside is 10% or more, the recommendation is BUY. If the downside is 10% or more, the recommendation is 
SELL. For stocks where the upside or downside is less than 10%, the recommendation is HOLD. Unless otherwise specified, these 
recommendations are set with a 12-month horizon. Thus, it is possible that future price volatility may cause a temporary mismatch 
between upside/downside for a stock based on the market price and the formal recommendation. 
 
For sectors, an “Overweight” sector weighting is used when we have BUYs on majority of the stocks under our coverage by market 
cap. “Underweight” is used when we have SELLs on majority of the stocks we cover by market cap. “Neutral” is used when there 
are relatively equal weightings of BUYs and SELLs. 
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